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ABSTRACT 

The momentum and mass relaxation are shown to be described by 
transport equations. The momentum relaxation, which can be 
studied in the intermediate energy regime by the particle 
emissions, refers to a microscopic slowing down and diffusion 
process in the momentum space. The mass relaxation refers to 
the coupling of the collective mass asymmetry degree of free
dom and the intrinsic system. It can be illustrated by the 
fast fission of light and very heavy systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The heavy-ion reactions in the intermediate energy range provide us 
with extreme conditions of the nuclear matter. Hot and fast rotating 
nuclei could be formed as far as momentum relaxation is achieved. As 
well as in the low-energy domain, we have to deal with non-equilibrium 
characteristics of the reaction processes. It is also natural to work 
with transport equations. As a matter of fact, a description of the 
nuclear reactions by means of phase space properties turns out to be 
very useful. 

The Wigner transform of the time dependent Hartree Fock equation 



reads : 

|£ + E ? f - ! (à.) 2" 1 _ ^ Ç2»*l U(r)5 2 n f lf - 0 (1) 
St m r n=o 2i (2n+l) ! r p 

where f is the Wigner transform of the one-body density matrix 

r,p are the space coordinate and the momentum 

m is the nucléon mass 

U(r) is the self-consistent potential 

3) After a truncation up to the second order in h, one gets : 

M + £S f _ v u(f) ? f = o (2) 
et m r r p 

which is the so-called Vlasov equation. Using the Poisson brackets { }, 

the eq.(2) is nothing else than : 

ff + <h,f} = 0 (3) 
2 

with h = »j- + U(r) the Wigner transform of the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian. 
2m 

A natural extension of the Vlasov equation (3) which takes into 

account the nucleon-nucleon scattering in the intermediate energy range 
T ^ 4. * 4.- 4,5,6,17.18) 

is a Landau-Vlasov type of equation 

|f • (h,f> = ( I ) c o l l (4) 

where I ,, is a collision term, 
coll 

The effective interaction, which is the key point of the construction of 

the Hartree-Fock potential, contains, in principle, a part of these 

interactions in order to recover the medium properties. Nevertheless, 

durinp a dynamical process of an intermediate energy collision, where 

the local mean free path A of the nucléons inside the nuclear matter is 

still of the order of magnitude of the nuclear radii, one needs to 

account for the scatterings of nucléons inside the nuclear medium 

with (I , , ) . In this sense, we are close to the behaviour of a dilute 
coll . 

gas, as in the intranuclear cascade models . The analogy with the 

hypothesis which were stated for the obtention of the Boltzmann equation 



allows us to speak of a momentum relaxation. This aspect will be stu
died in the first part of my talk, where an approximate expression of 
(I ..) is derived for a subset of the phase space distribution. The 
emission of protons is then considered in this theoretical framework, 
by means of an emission model. The missing momentum for the remaining 
system is also analysed on the same footing. 

The second section of this contribution is devoted to the question 
of the mass relaxation in connection with a fast rotation of the system 
or/and with large Coulomb fields. In order to treat this problem, a 
transport equation for a collective space can be used ' ' . The re
levant distribution function is a projection of the full distribution 
function, performing an integration over the intrinsic system. The dyna
mical equation is a Fokker-Planck type of equation : 

3t = ~ B 3Q + SO 3P + Y 3P l B ; + YaP ( 8P' ( ' 
where d is the reduced (collective) density 

Q,P are the collective coordinate and momentum 
B is the inertia parameter 
Y is the viscosity which expresses the coupling between the 

intrinsic and collective systems 
T is the temperature 
U is the collective potential 

The equation (5) is formally similar to eq. (4) but applies for the col
lective system. The collision term is merely a coupling term which can 
be decomposed into a friction and a diffusion term. On the other hand, 
the splitting into a collective and an intrinsic system hinders the self-
consistency of (5). Nevertheless, the evolution inside the phase space 
follows the same structure.We will study, as an example, the mass rela
xation by using a mass asymmetry degree of freedom. The fast fission 
dynamical model will be recalled and consequences o n the mats relaxa
tion in heavy ion collisions will be drawn. 



I MOMENTUM RELAXATION 

The configuration of the dinuclear system in the entrance channel 
can be sketched by two Fermi spheres, as far as the momentum space is 
concerned. The relative momentum 6 between the ions is the relative 

u 
momentum between the centers of mass of each momentum distribution 
(figure 1). According to the energy regime, we have to deal with two 
asymptotic situations : 

Target Projectile 

Figure 1. Target and projectile Fermi spheres are drawn with ths 
relative momentum p u. In the target rest-frame, the escape surface 
is displayed by a dashed-line. The hatched area corresponds to the 
momentum transfer discussed in 1.5. 

i) In the low energy regime ( .g 1 MeV/nucleon above the Coulomb 
barrier), the projectile momentum sphere is entirely contained inside 
the target escape sphere. In the target rest-frame, the nucléons are 
bound inside the target potential well with a mean binding energy of 
around 8 MeV. The edge of this potential well is drawn in Figure 1 
(dashed curve) : it corresponds to the target escape sphere in the mo
mentum space. Since the Pauli principle holds for nucléons, the momentum 
transfer from the projectile towards the target requires particle-hole 
excitations and reorganization of the distribution function. Under 
certain conditions concerning this relaxation, the one-body dissipation 



accounts then for the momentum transfer. The self-consistent equa

tion (3) is assumed to describe such a situation. 

ii) In the high energy regime (£»150 MeV/nucleon above the Coulomb 

barrier), the two Fermi spheres are disconnected. Consequently, momentum 

transfer between the ions is possible only if nucleon-nucleon collisions 

allow a momentum space cell to be trapped inside the potential well of 

the partner (two-body collisions). The nature of this collision term 
13) 

can be tentatively given by the Uehling-Uhlenbeck expression : 

(I)coll= 4mV ^ T / 3p 2 dp 3 Sp 4 (f » CPl • P 2 - P 3 - P 4 

(6) 

« (t x + i 2 - e3 - «4> ,((l-fa) (l-f2) f 3 f 4 - (l-f3) (l-f4) fj f 2) 

where f. = f (r,p.,t) ; g is the degeneracy of the states, m the 

nucléon mass and ,d_£, the free particle elastic cross section. 

The labels i = 1,2,3,4 refer to the scattering of a nucléon 1 with a 

nucléon 2 giving nucléons 3 and 4. The Pauli exclusion principle is 

taken into account through the factors (1-f) and the total momentum as 

well as the total energy are conserved. 

In ref. 5), this collision integral was estimated by constructing the 

distribution function f(r,p) from the space and momentum distributions 
14) of test particles . These test particles are those generated by a 

cascade calculation. Another approach consists in an approximation of 

the eq. (6) in the limit of the eikonal approximation which is essen

tially valid for the high energy regime. 

In order to study the momentum relaxation, in the intermediate 

energy range, it might be fruitful to develop some methods which include 

as well the mean field effects and the two-body collisions (eq.(4)). By 

studying the nucléon emission in the framework of the Landau-Vlasov 

eq. (4), we will have access to the missing transferred momentum. 

1.1 A Linearized Bdtzmann Integral For a Sub-Distribution Function 

when the total distribution function can be split into two parts 

f(p) = f e(5) + f*(p) (7) 
e t 

where f is an equilibrated saturated part and f an unequilibrated one, 
one can show that the collision term is vanishingly small for each part. 



Taking into account the Pauli blocking by the saturated part only, one 
finally getsthe linearized form ' : 

,G,- * ,L,» * 
^coll' = m ^ F '*4 ' 2 W ' V X " w"(P 1.P 4"l'^4 (7) 

where W and W respectively are the gain and loss transition rates : 

w G(P rP 4) = ^ ( P V ^ ) 
* * do wG(p1,p4) = fép2ap3 g§ «(p^-Pa^J^ti+ej-Cg-^Jd-^jfg 

(8) 
(9) 

In the figure 2, the evolution of the invariant cross sections : 

(10) d a/dp = p f (p,z), z»<° 
are plotted in the special case of semi-infinite nuclear matter. In 
figure 2.a a gaussian initial distribution f is located around twice 
the Fermi momentum from the center of a Fermi sphere f . After 8 fm 

ô- [•»•] 

Figure 2.Evolution in momentum space of a distribution in semi-infinite 
nuclear matter from a) to b) (after 8fm through nuclear matter), the 
collision integral (7) is taken into account. 

through nuclear matter, the solution of, the eq. (4) with the linearized 
collision integral (7) exhibitsthe following structure (figure 2.b) : 

t e 
some nucléons described by f are pulled out from the initial f • 
The two-body collisions provide us with a local equilibrium in the for
ward direction and then thermal-like equilibrium emissions.In this 



general three dimensional problem, we have to perform a 6-order integral. 
Gain and loss terms can be estimated separately. 

1.2 The Gain Term 

According to the figure 1, we will now consider projectile parti-
c.es f (p) with a displacement vector p from the center of the target 
Fermi sphere. If we assume for the numerical integration of the gain 
term that the projectile particles are found at all times essential
ly within a Fermi sphere 

^(p) = e(PF - I p - p ul) (11) 

one gets, for a cylindrical symmetry around p , a contour diagram G(j$). 
The figure 3 displays the result for p = p = 1. G(p) is cylindrically 
symmetric with respect to the p -axis and depends explicitly only on 
the two variables (p//t pj.) which are the momentum components parallel 
and perpendicular to this symmetry axis respectively. The distribution 

Figure 3. Gain term G(p) obtained with a cylindrical symme
try for a relative momentum j5u between projectile and target 
equal to Pp (Fermi momentum) 

G(p) within the spherical shell 1^ p^ 2 shows a clear forward-backward 
asymmetry and decreases monotonically, at a given polar angle, from the 
inner sphere towards the outer sphere where it vanishes. Within the 



inner sphere, which is the Fermi sphere f e of the target nucléons, the 

gain (and loss) term for the projectile particle vanishes. On the other 

hand, it can be shown that there are contributions to G(p ) only from 

particles p with momenta p > p.. , so G(p) vanishes also outside the 

outer sphere with radius p = p + p„ = 2. 
U r 

1.3 The Loss Term 

Assuming an isotropic cross section in the center of mass system 

of the colliding nucléons, it can be shown 

path X defined by : 

£ f j i i 

8) that the local mean free 

Up) (12) 
m X(jb) 

where L is the loss term in eq. 

by : 

(7) can be obtained at any momentum p. 

«(P^ * o(p1) / o , (13) 

where \ is the analytical expression of ref 17) for a temperature equal 

to zero and a constant n-n cross section a0 = 100 mb. ô(p.) is the n-n 

cross section at a momentum p . This scaling property of the right hand 

side part of the integral (7) can bu seen in figure 4, where the exact 

calculation is compared with the \ value and with the scaled expression 

U 3 ) . „„ 

Figure 4 . Local mean free path as a function of the momentum p, 
expressed in p p units. The exact calculation can be obtained from the 
approximate expression \ after a scaling (eq. 13). 



It is also worthwhile to remark that the local mean free path is of the 
order of the nuclear radii for the energy range corresponding to a mo
mentum range near the p value. Consequently, the use of the Landau-Vla=ov. 

r 
equation is needed. A schematic model for the proton emission was deve-
lopped ' in order to find an approximate solution of it ..ncluding the 
properties of the previous collision integral. 
1.4 A Model For The Proton Emission At Intermediate Energy 

8) 
A dynamical model was recently propounded for the nucléon emis

sion, following the general scheme of the Landau-Vlasov equation with 
the Boltzmann integral. The solution is obtained hy considering test 
particles, whose initial distribution function for each isolated nucleus 

IS ) is determined up to the second oi-der in h by the Bhaduri approximation 
The collision process is then treated like a four-step mechanism : 

i) An approach phase where the mean field effects are dominant.The 
test particles evolve according to the Vlasov equation. As a matter of 
fact, the self-consistent field can be mocked up by two Wood-Saxon po
tentials with a relative separation, whose the time evolution is gover
ned by the one-body dissipation. The dynamical properties are given by 
the same form factors for the friction forces as in the low energy do
main . During this first phase, some nucléons can be emitted because 
inertial forces are strong enough in the intermediate energy range in 
order to pull out test particles into the continuum. 

ii) A barrier crossing phase for the still-bound test particles. 
For instance, in the target frame of the fig. 1, some projectile test-
particles cross the barrier between the collision partners, if the in
trinsic and the drift velocities match (like in the PEP model of ref.19). 

iii) A travel through the nuclear medium of the target (resp. pro
jectile) for the projectile (resp. target) test particles. The trajec
tories are governed by the two-body collisions. In view to reduce the 
problem, we have assumed (see ref. 6 for details) a constant potential 
within the nucleus ( U=0) with test particles moving along straight 
lines in real space through the target nucleus. These straight lines are 
defined by the initial direction of the vector p=(p,,,pj.) and by the 
initial positions of the target nucleus and of the particle in the mo-



ment of its penetration. These assumptions allow us to treat .lie dynamics 

of f only in the momentum space with a cylindrical symmetry. Since the 

equation (7) is linear in f it will be sufficient to study the time 

evolution of the momentum distribution of one quasi-particle, the propa

gator k . The total distribution is then finally obtained by summing up 

the individual contributions k of all quasi-particles. In fact.a gaus-

sian propagator method can be applied. The effect of the two-body colli

sions is first to slowdown the travelling distribution and to broaden it. 

This microscopic diffusion process ti:ri's 3Ut to find its origin in 

the gain term (§1.2), whereas the losr- it-rm tends to squeeze the dis

tribution function of the test particles. 

iv) An ejection phase with refraction and Coulomb repulsion for 

the protons. The conditions of the emission are given by the energetic 

characteristics of the test particles. 
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Figure 5. Typical trajectories for neutron te-: particles in an 
incomplete fusion reaction with the 4 0Ca (1200 MeV) + 4 0Ca system for 
a partial wave 1 = 50 (h units). 

30MeV/Nudïon 



A typical evolution of test particles with the four step 
process is illustrated in figure 5 where an incomplete fusion of the 
40 40 
Ca (1200 MeV) + Ca system with neutron emission is drawn for a par

tial wave 1=50 (k units). The set of choosen test particles is only 
int'cative and does not sample the semiclassical initial distribution. 

[»•«] 
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Figure 6a). Drift velocity of the emitted protons in the 
•L 1 2 C reaction at the contact point. 

12 C (1032 MeV) 

Three essential features have to be kept in mind, as far as the 
properties of the emitted nucléons are concerned : 

i) the reduction of the drift velocity during the approach phase. 
The one-body dissipation reduces the relative speed between the nuclei 
and the drift velocity which is ipso-facto defined for the test particle 
decreases. 

The figure 6a gives the drift velocity distribution do/dv after 
12 12 U 

the approach phase in the C(1032 MeV) + C reaction for the projec
tile test particles actually emitted after travelling the target nucleus. 
The broad distribution presents a maximum at around half the beam velo
city. Consequently the emission process might be characterized by an 
effective moving source at half the beam Telocity as observed in the . 20) experiments 



ii) The emitted particles are those with a large intrinsic momen
tum in their mother nuclei, as shown in the figure 6b. 

(tm/tt 
Figure 6b) . Intrinsic velocity distributions of the emitted protons 
in the 1 2 C (1032 MeV) + 1 2 C reaction at the contact point. 

iii)The microscopic diffusion process provides us with a momentum 
relaxation and dispersion of the transmitted distribution function. An 
effective temperature is then expected from the two-body collisions. 

A typical inclusive proton spectrum, calculated for the central 
collisions where the test-particles evolve according to the four succes
sive phases and for peripheral collisions where the test-particles are 
emitted during the first phase (inertial emission) is compared in 

20) figure 7 with the experimental results by Jakobsson et al . The cal-pi) culated spectra can be parametrized by a thermal source with the 
same effective source energy E =21.5 MeV and the same effective 
temperature T = 17 MeV as the experimentally deduced ones. This result 
indicates that the trends given by a schematic solution of the Landau-
Vlasov equation could well simulate a hot thermal source even under 
the extreme assumption done in the calculation of cold partner nuclei. 
The missing cross sections in the calculations stimulate now some 
refinements in the details of the dynamical processes. In particular,pu
rely self-consistent treatment of the mean field as well as of the 

22) gain term in the collision integrals are very much promising 
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Figure 7. Proton spectra for the 1 2 C (1032 MeV) + 1 2 C at a laboratory 
angle e = 32° : the dashed curve is extracted from ref. 20), the dotted-
dashed and full curves are the results of the calculations of § 1.4 for 
central and central plus peripheral collisions. 

I.5 The Momentum Transfer 

In the section 1.4, we have considered the dynamical behaviour of 

the subset of the distribution function outside the escape sphere of 

the figure 1, with the restriction to nucléon emissions. The effect of 

two-body collisions was indeed to reduce the mean velocity of this sub

set. In fact, if one considers the full projectile distribution whose 

spherical shape is assumed to be frozen in the momentum space (sudden 

approximation), the two-body collisions can be globally expressed by a 

two-body friction term y and : 

dP„ 
(14) 



A larger interpénétration of the Fermi spheres are then expected after 
integration during a typical time T given by : 

d = & dt (15) 

where d is the mean thickness of the target nucleus (averaging over the 
involved impact parameters). 

23 24) One can now understand the momentum transfer ' as resulting 
from two contributions in the target rest frame : 

i) The one body dissipation with a maximum momentum deposition 
which corresponds to the hatched area in figure 1. 

ii) The two-body dissipation with a- larger-iwerlap of the occupied 
momentum volume in the projectile and of the escape volume in the target. 
The result of a calculation, where the ratio of the momentum transfer to 
the initial momentum is estimated from the ratio between the projectile 
momenta volume located inside the escape sphere and the total initially 
occupied volume, is given in figure 8. The contribution from the 

Figure 8. Relative momentum transfer p,,/^ as a function of the pro
jectile velocity above the Coulomb barrier. Calculations of 1.5 are 
compared with the experimental data obtained in the intermediate 
energy range with light projectiles. 

one-bod;- dissipation is independent on the system, if the Fermi momenta 
are taken constant with the nuclei (dotted-dashed line). On the other 
hand, the calculation taking into account the two-body dissipation is 



slightly sensitive upon the partners (full and dotted lines) : the 
heavier is the target, the larger is the momentum deposition. The com
parison with experimental results seem to indicate that this momentum 
space restrictions could explain to a large extent the decrease of the 
linear momentum transfer with the energy. One recovers especially the 
property of the escape sphere which corresponds to a mean binding 
energy of 8 MeV,by looking at the point where the momentum transfer 
becomes incomplete. Nevertheless, new experimental results obtained at 
GANIL with the 4°Ar (1760 MeV) + 1 9 7 A u 2 3 9 U 2 3 2 T h 2 5 ' 2 6 ) deviate sub-
stancially from the experimental behaviour observed in figure 8 with 
lighter projectiles. As pointed out in ref. 27), one reaches perhaps an 
other limitation above a given excitation, where the remaining compound 
system could desintegrate with an extremely small fission probability. 

II MASS RELAXATION 

II.1 The Fast Fission 
The mass relaxation is a common feature of the low energy heavy ion 

reactions. In deep inelastic collisions, it was shown that the coupling 
between the intrinsic system and the collective one accounts properly 

28) for the main characteristics of the mass dispersions . More recently, 
29 30 31 32) some studies ' ' ' were devoted to the question of the mass drift 

during the first stages of the reactions. The lack of mass drift in Kr 
33) induced reactions was indeed explained by the fact that a thermal 

pressure from the light partners towards the heavy one inhibits the 
drift forces, as long as the full thermalization is not achieved, i.e. 
when the amount of excitation energy is still identical in each 
nucleus. On the other hand, the properties of tte fission-like mass dis
tributions can be understood by the application of statistical theories 
as well for the fission following a compound nucleus formation as for 
the fast fission process. The key equation is equation (5) which expres
ses a transport of the phase space distribution defined for the relevant 
collective degrees of freedom. Dynamical effects turn out to be essen
tial in order to predict the onset of the fast fission for fast rota
ting systems or/and for very heavy composite systems. In ref. 11,33), a 



dynamical model was developped with special caie for the relative motion 
coordinate, the mass asymmetry and neutron excess degrees of freedom and 
the shape relaxation. This latter one, at the variance with other des
criptions where a geometrical neck coordinate is introduced ' , is 
given by a smooth transition from a sudden potential to a shape-relaxed 
(adiabatic) one. The main results can be summarized with the few examples 
of the figure 9. The arrowed curves display the variationof total kinetË 

Figure 9. Dissipative processes in heavy ion reactions : a) deep ine
lastic collisions, b) compound nucleus formation, c) fast fission, 
d) fast fission with very heavy systems or -juasi fission. 

energy with the interdistance r between the nuclei. The potential 
energy evolves during the collision from I (sudden potential with the 
initial orbital angular momentum) to II (same for the sticking limit) 
and finally III if the reaction time is large enough (shape relaxed 
potential). Whereas Figure9a) and b) correspond to deep inelastic col
lision and compound nucleus formation, the Fig. 9c) and d) refer to the 



fast fission due to the absence of fission barrier in the exit channel 

(large centrifugal effect) in c) and to tH? qudci-fissii or. procède which 

occurs because the entrance channel prevents the formation of a compo

site system as compact as the compound nucleus at the saddle point 

deformation. Recent experiments seem to confirm the presence of a tran

sitional regime between deep inelastic and compound nucleus formation, 

which was expected from the evolution of the mass dispersion of the 

symmetric fragmentation . These experiments concern the mass-angle 

correlation for light systems near the Coulomb barrier ' and for 
, 39,40) 

heavy systems 

11.2 The Fast Fission With Light Systems 3 7' 3 8' 

In ref. 11) the transport coefficients involved in the Fokker-ELank 

equation (9) were fixed in order to find a nearly overdamped motion 

' for the mass asymmetry degree of freedom, at least with medium and 

heavy systems. The extrapolation of the phenomenological quantities to 

light systems provides the opposite trend : one expects an underdamped 

motion for the mass asymmetry coordinate. As a matter of fact, a micros

copic understanding of such a behaviour is still an open question. Never

theless, consequences for the experimental observables can be drawn in 
37 ) 32 59 

this framework. It was done , for instance, for the S + Co which 
was studied experimentally by a group from Strasbourg. The figure 10a) 

shows the observed mass distributions at various laboratory angles for 
32 59 

the S (190 MeV) + Co system. From a typical deep inelastic spectrum 

at 40°, one fills smoothly the symmetrical part of the mass distribu

tion when the angle decreases. The figure 10b) gives the expected 
A —A 

trajectory in a radial distance r , mass asymmetry x = .' ,' plane 
32 59 A 2+A t 

for the S (190 MeV) + Co system. For a partial wave 1 = 56 

deep inelastic type of reaction occurs with a large amount of mass 

exchanges. The system reseparates with a reduced mass asymmetry 
—21 

a f t e r 1.6x10 " s . For 1 = 52, the system is trapped in the 

entrance channel potential pocket. The composite system has time to 

oscillate during one half period along the mass asymmetry coordinate. 

After 1.9xl0~ 2 1s, it decays since it is located outside the effective 
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32c 59 „ Figure 10. Experimental mass spectra for ""S (198 MeV) + ""Co system 
for six different angles (from Ref. 37) and the corresponding trajec
tory calculation in the (r,x) plane for 1=52,56. Time scale is indicated 
inside the circles in 10~^s units. 

fission barrier for this asymmetry. This process is a special occurrence 
of fast fission. The difference in the time scales between the two 
previous trajectories can then be associated with the variation in the 
deflection angle. The full mass relaxation expected at 5° presents a 
broad peak with a substancial contribution of asymmetry larger than the 
initial one. On the other hand, incomplete mass asymmetry relaxed 
events are expected at 40° as observed in Figure 10a). This example 
indicates that the fast fission ijuasi-fission) process is also likely 
for light systems, since the compactness of asymmetric fission barrier 
is very much pronounced and since the motion along the mass asymmetry 
is predicted underdamped. The experiments reported in ref.38) could 
be nicely interpreted within this framework. 



II.3 Fast Fission With Very Heavy Systems 

The figure 9d) gives already the scheme which induces the fast 
208 50 fission process for very heavy systems. For the Pb + Ti system, the 

calculated mean mass-angle correlation is plotted in Figure 11 at va
rious incident energies.The expectation at low energy (5-6 MeV/u) is a 
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Figure 11. Calculated mass angle correlations for the Pb + Ti at 
three different energies within the framework of the fast fission model 
(Ref. 11). 

large anisotropy of the angular distribution which characterizes the 
mass drift from the projectile (resp. target) mass towards the symmetry. 
The light fragments (lighter than the half mass of the composite system) 
are emitted preferentially at backward angles, at variance with the 

39) 50 heavy ones The feature was indeed observed in the Ti (5.5 MeV/u) + 
208 

Pb performed with a direct kinematics asymmetric angular distribution 
are seen around the mass symmetry. The predicted life time is of the 
order of 8xl0~ 2 1s for the fast fission process which is compared with 
10 - 2 0s deduced experimentally. It is not sufficient for reaching a full 
symmetrical configuration. Therefore the symmetrical fragmentation 
appears in the calculation like a tail of the mass distribution. The 
fast fission with very heavy systems is consequently not a fully mass 
relaxed process. In figure 12 (from reference 40), this property is 

238 generally observed for a large set of U (6 MeV/u) induced reactions. 
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Figure 12. Mass distributions of U (6 MeV/u) induced reactions 
(from ref. 40). 

On the other hand, the single bump structure of the mass spectrum around 
the symmetry for the 0, Al + U reactions has to be associated 
with the large entrance channel asymmetry. For these reactions, the 
driving forces are expected to increase this initial asymmetry, raising 
a compound nucleus which decays sequentially by fission-

CONCLUSION 

Momentum and mass relaxation in heavy ion collisions refer respec
tively to a microscopic and macroscopic transport in the relevant phase 
space. According to their relative relaxation time scale, they can be 
preferentially studied in the intermediate energy range for the momentum 
transfer and in the low energy range for the mass transfer. The Landau-
Vlasov equation with a Boltzmann collision integral gives the dynamical 
evolution of the momentum distributions. It turns out that the usual 
effective moving source parametrization for the proton emissions is 
obtained with accurate velocity and temperature values only by looking 
at the transport properties. The lack of momentum transfer in the inter 
mediate energy range is also deduced. The Fokkor-Planck equation (9) 
gives the dynamical evolution of the mass distributions with a coupling 



to the relative motion and deformation coordinates. The predictions 
concerning the fast fission of light systems and very heavy systems 
seem consistent with the recently obtained experimental results and 

36) complete the data for medium systems 
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